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This project investigates the use of a truss network, a structural mechanics
model, as a metaphor for adapting a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
mesh. The objective of such adaptation is to increase computational effi-
ciency by reducing the numerical error. To drive the adaptation, or to give
the scheme an understanding of accuracy, computational errors are trans-
lated into forces at mesh vertices via a so-called monitor function. The
ball-vertex truss network method is employed as it offers robustness and is
applicable to problems in both two and three dimensions. In support of
establishing a state-of-the-art adaptive meshing tool, boundary vertices are
allowed to slide along geometric boundaries in an automated manner. This
is achieved via feature identification followed by the construction of 3rd order
bezier surface patches over boundary faces. To investigate the ability of the
scheme, three numerical test cases were investigated. The first comprised an
analytical case, with the aim of qualitatively assessing the ability to cluster
vertices according to gradient. The developed scheme proved successful in
doing this. Next, compressible transonic flow cases were considered in 2D
and 3D. In both cases, the computed coefficient of lift and moment were in-
vestigated on the unrefined and refined meshes and then compared for error
reduction. Improvements in accuracy of at least 60% were guaranteed, even
on coarse meshes. This is viewed as a marked achievement in the sphere of
robust and industrially viable r-refinement schemes.
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1.1.1 The Need for Mesh Adaptation
The use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to solve multi-physics prob-
lems has seen exponential growth over the past two decades. As computa-
tional power has increased, so the number of elements in a typical simulation
has also increased. This has resulted in continued improvements in CFD ac-
curacy. Despite this, computational cost remains a major challenge and
is expressed through the limitation of available hardware for simulations.
Foremost is the accuracy of the simulation and here, the higher the desired
fidelity, the higher the hardware requirements which, in turn, increase cost.
This includes both man hours (for example, generating refined meshes) as
well as that due to computer hardware and electricity.
Clearly the improvement of computational efficiency, i.e. accuracy vs.
computational cost, should remain an active area of research. Mesh adap-
tation is a prime example which involves placing vertexes so as to reduce
errors arising from the underlying discretization process. Areas of the flow
with high gradients and curvatures or where mesh spacing is inappropriately
large are typically associated with high errors. This significantly worsens ef-
ficiency of a field solver. Therefore, by improving the error topology over a
mesh, a mesh adaptation process can be employed to achieve greater com-
putational efficiency.
The effect here then, is to increase computational efficiency via reduc-
ing error through relocating nodes to areas of high field variable gradient
and/or curvature (which implies discretization error). However, the degree
to which local element spacing can be manipulated via manual re-meshing
is limited to what is known about the flow field a priori. Additionally, even
if the flow field is well understood, the placement of the nodes into areas
of predicted high gradient is not exact if done manually. This is ascribed
to flow phenomena, such as shocks and vortices, being highly irregular and
often taking convoluted and complex patterns. The resulting mesh, while
better, is still typically sub-optimal and costly in the sense that repeated
meshing and CFD calculations are still required.
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Mesh adaptation may also be effected in a more automated fashion dur-
ing the solution process which offers a posteriori knowledge of field. For
such adaptation methods, robustness via ensuring a valid mesh is critical,
while applicability to complex geometries (in 2D and 3D) is key to ensure
industrial relevance. A number of approaches have been developed to utilise
known flow features and produce higher fidelity results, namely p, h, and r
refinement. While ’r’ is the subject of this work, the others are discussed
briefly so as to give background context.
1.1.2 p-Refinement
p-Refinement adapts the error topology by improving the discretization ac-
curacy in local areas of the mesh, thereby improving regional accuracy.
Apart from isolated examples, this method has not yet shown significant
potential to improve computational efficiency for routine compressible and
incompressible flow simulations as compared to conventional 2nd order ac-
curate methods [2]. In passing, it is noted that p-Refinement has previously
been coupled with r-refinement schemes in the arena of contact problems [3];
this work is, however, focussed on r-refinement applied to CFD.
1.1.3 h-Refinement
Perhaps the most widely used scheme commercially; h-refinement involves
the insertion and deletion of mesh vertices with the goal to increase node
density in high error regions and, conversely, removing nodes in low er-
ror regions. Clearly, h-adaptation operates on mesh connectivity. Modern
h-refinement can trace its roots back to the late 70’s and early 80’s [4, 5]
and has continued to grow in industrial maturity. Aftosmis et al. [6] demon-
strated this with applications to aerofoils, space craft and rockets on cut-cell
cartesian, or structured meshes. Additionally, h-refinement was applied suc-
cessfully to transient problems such as blast wave modelling by Alauzet et
al. [7].
Perhaps the reason for its popularity is the ability to take a coarse initial
mesh and obtain a solution of almost any desired accuracy (given adequate
computational resource). This feature of h-schemes lies in the ability to
continuously add nodes until the mesh has sufficient nodes such that the flow
equations produce an acceptably accurate solution. The clear robustness of
this method is offset by the significant increase in complexity of the mesh.
Additionally, in the case of parallel computations, the mesh would need to be
re-decomposed so that unbalanced CPU core workload is re-balanced. Due
to such concerns, it is starting to emerge that it is better suited to be used
in conjunction with other refinement schemes, such as r and p types [8, 9].
By coupling the schemes certain synergies can be realised. As an example,
r-refinement can be used to optimise a certain mesh without any impact on
12
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connectivity. If solution accuracy is still insufficient, a limited amount of
h-adaptivity can be introduced.
1.1.4 r-Refinement
As alluded to previously, r-refinement, a cousin of h-refinement, seeks to
move nodes for one of two purposes. Either to deform a mesh boundary
(typical to fluid-structure interaction (FSI) problems), or to reduce max-
imum error in the mesh. The latter is typically done via relocating and
clustering nodes in areas where the flow field variable’s gradients and/or
curvatures are high. Note that it is typically assumed in CFD that these
high curvatures and gradients are typically the area of high error. The dif-
ference between h- and r-adaptivity is that connectivities are not altered.
The underlying principle is thus to achieve an equi-distribution of the error
over the mesh, ideally resulting in the optimal mesh for a given number of
nodes. One of the first to exploit this concept was de Boor [10].
r-Refinement is still in its infancy when compared with h- and p- types
of refinement, which are now of industrial strength [11]. Its behaviour is
less well documented and further work is still required. Much of the diffi-
culty with r-refinement is the robustness of the schemes developed to date.
Mesh entanglement, in which a mesh suffers negative volume elements post
adaptation or unacceptable element quality results are still of concern.
r-Refinement, sometimes refereed to as Moving Mesh Methods (MMM),
can be broken into two broad groups viz. location based and velocity based
methods. Velocity based methods drive mesh adaptation by solving for
vertex velocities. Location based methods, by comparison, adapt by deter-
mining the density or position of nodes by solving some mapping functional
between a computational and physical domain. What follows is a brief
survey of the r-refinement literature compiled primarily from three sources
viz. Tang [12], Budd, Huang and Russell [11] and Baines, Hubbard and
Jimach [13]. Readers seeking more in-depth information should consult the
aforementioned cited works.
Velocity Based MMM, sometimes referred to as Lagrangian or Arbitrary
Lagrangian Eulerian methods, calculate a velocity at mesh points and then
extract the displacement for the nodes at some instantaneous time [13].
Broadly, these methods fall into two main categories: those which employ
some physical metaphor [14–16] and those that take a mathematical ap-
proach [17–19]. Since the velocity based algorithms tend to be applied to
moving boundary problems more than to error minimisation, further elabo-
ration is deemed unwarranted.
Location Based MMM may be classified into variational and optimal
transport type schemes. In the case of the aforementioned, a so-called trans-
form functional may be employed as the monitor function [20,21]. The latter
serves to minimize error while retaining mesh quality. Further simplifications
13
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to the discretization of the method were done by Ceniceros and Hon [22].
An extension of the variational approach involved the use of a harmonic
mapping functional by Dvinsky [23] and Brackbill and Satzman [24], which
lead to the formulation of Euler-Lagrange equations used to control mesh
concentration and quality [25,26].
By comparison, optimal transport methods (the second class of location
based MMM) seek to equidistribute the least-squares norm of some monitor
function over the mesh. The resulting minimisation problem is the differ-
ential geometry Monge-Kantorovich problem. The existence of a unique
solution was proven by Brenier [27] or Caffarelli [28, 29] and later more
specifically for adaptive meshes by Delzanno [30]. The mapping function is
thus unique in the case of a convex domain as a result of the proof which
yields a Monge-Ampére equation. The method enjoyed some popularity and
has been demonstrated in 3D [31] and used on real world problems, such as
weather modelling [32], yet the domains presented remain relatively simple.
1.1.4.1 Truss networks
A common thread through the outlined r-refinement techniques is the duality
in their ability to solve for moving boundary problems (mesh deformation)
as well as for mesh error minimisation. The mechanics of both methods
utilise some monitor function to drive the adaptive process, whether it be
for boundary related changes or the desire to change the error topology over
the mesh. Indeed, some methods are better suited to certain problems, but
the fact remains that an r-refinement algorithm should have this duality in
nature. A scheme’s ability to avoid negative volume elements while being
applicable to complex geometries is of importance. Here, a truss network
approach, wherein spring stiffness is inversely proportional to edge length,
reduces such negative volume creation.
This leads to the consideration of the truss network or spring analogy as
a mesh movement method for CFD meshes. Batina [33] was one of the first
to do so for moving boundary problems. In its simplest form each edge in
the mesh becomes a fictitious spring. Blom [34] furthered the work for truss
networks by generalising the two main approaches to truss networks for CFD
applications. In the first, the vertex spring assumes that the equilibrium
length is zero, while the second employs the initial lengths of the springs as
done by Batina [33]. With that said, however, stability of truss networks is
dependant on triangles and CFD mesh elements are far more diverse. Thus,
augmentations to the standard truss have been devised to improve scheme
robustness and stability.
The torsional method, pioneered by Farhat et al. [35], attaches a torsional
spring to each vertex in each attached element. The stiffness for these springs
is chosen such that, as the angle between the edges (element faces) connected
to the vertex approaches 0 or π, the stiffness tends to infinity. The method
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was later extended to three dimensions [36] and confirmed by Burg [37]. The
semi-torsional method proposed by Blom [34] is a variation on the torsional
method, which employs the angle opposite an edge spring (in a triangle for
example) to modify the stiffness; thus eliminating the need for a torsional
spring altogether. Extension into three dimensions was done by Zeng and
Either [38]. The ortho-semi-torsional method, devised by Markou et al. [39],
extends the semi-torsional method with a blend of the so-called ball-vertex
method.
The ball-vertex method was first proposed by Bottasso [1, 40]. This
method involves the addition of a spring between each vertex of the el-
ement and the opposite element face (the face through which the vertex
would pass if the element were to become concave). The added spring is
placed orthogonal to this face. Compared to the torsional spring method,
the ball-vertex variant is reported to offer improved robustness under severe
deformations [1].
Recent work on improvement on the ball-vertex method has been done
by Lin et al. [41], in which the total global stiffness matrices are broken
down into small systems of one node and its connected nodes. Each of these
subsystems is then solved to obtain the new position of the node and updated
once all new vertex positions have been calculated, in much the same way as
a smoothing algorithm. The above cited works on truss networks typically
involve mesh deformation problems (such as FSI). However, the ability to
coerce these methods for error reduction is, in addition to being plausible,
exciting due to both novelty and industrial relevance to complex geometries.
1.2 Project Scope
Currently, the UCT industrial CFD research group’s primary area of exper-
tise lies in the solver area. However the demands of modern CFD require a
more holistic approach, and the underlying meshes need to be explored as
areas for improvement in accuracy and speed. The purpose of this project is
to set out the base work for adaptive meshing with the objective of demon-
strating improved accuracy and good scheme robustness when applied to
industrial problems (such as aerofoils under transonic flow). Understand-
ing that the ultimate adaptive meshing solution will most likely involve a
combination p-, h- and r-refinement, this project will focus on r-.
From the literature surveyed, it seems apparent that the majority of
r-refinement papers focus on rather simple geometries. In fact, the major-
ity of test cases performed were on square domains where some analytical
function was applied. In addition, the scheme’s desirable effects are only re-
liable under certain conditions. An example is the optimal transport method




In an attempt to circumvent the above, it was observed that truss-
networks have demonstrated robustness and applicability to complex ge-
ometries for moving boundary problems. Extending such to error reduc-
tion, therefore, appears a valid proposition. Inspired by the Ph.D. thesis of
Acikgoz [42], it was opted to consider the ball-vertex method for this study.
Though the focus of her work was more on h-adaptivity and mesh defor-
mation for FSI problems, the closing chapter briefly explores application to
error field reduction. The problem considered involved a 2D shock problem.
Though little was done by way of quantifying increase in accuracy, potential
of the the method for error reduction was demonstrated.
The implementation here differs from Acikgoz [42] in a number of ways.
These include improving the approximation of stiffness change due to truss
rotations and the formulation of a simple, yet novel monitor function for
complex CFD applications. This work has the additional goal of demon-
strating applicability of the ball-vertex method to industrial problems, with
the aim of error minimisation. In order to demonstrate industrial relevance,
the developed technology is applied to transonic flow on aerofoils in both
2D and 3D.
1.3 Plan of Development
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 details the classic ball-vertex method.
The loading of the system is considered with the aim of obtaining the metrics
by which the mesh adaptation is driven. Also discussed are some peripheral
components of the scheme.
Chapter 3 focuses on the handling of the boundary nodes and the modi-
fications to the governing system of equations. Details of boundary identifi-
cation algorithms are given. This is used in conjunction with the technique
developed to ensure that boundary nodes remain on the boundary surface,
even without an explicit definition of such.
Chapter 4 describes the integration of the developed r-refinement tech-
nology into the ElementalTM CFD software. In addition, the process fol-
lowed to achieve node movement in an efficient and robust manner is out-
lined.
Numerical results are then presented in Chapter 5, starting with some
analytical test cases in 2D with analytical fields. This demonstrates al-
gorithm robustness and ability to refine for given error topologies. The
remainder of the chapter is devoted to application of the method to a chal-
lenging and industrially relevant CFD problem viz. transonic inviscid flow
over an aerofoil. In the interest of a rigorous evaluation, coarse and fine
meshes are considered in both 2D and 3D. Finally, a mesh deformation in
3D is attempted before Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation.
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2 A Truss Network
Approach to r-Refinement
2.1 Truss Networks
A brief re-derivation of truss networks adapted from Bucciarelli [43] follows.
Given a solid truss structure, it is possible to calculate the displacements
of vertices given an applied load. A solution can be obtained by taking
into account member stiffnesses, which are a function of their geometry and
material properties. Thus member displacement will be weighted towards
(materially) softer members; mechanically, this is the uptake of elastic po-
tential energy for a member, given an applied load.
The uptake of energy due to a displacement is analogous to the mechanics
of springs. From Hook’s Law it is known that the resistance force can be
expressed as
k ~δL = ~f (2.1)
where f is the spring force, k the spring stiffness and δL the change of
length. Given a truss structure, such as that in Figure 2.1, a force balance










Fig. 2.1: General truss network structure constrained at nodes 1 and 3
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For equilibrium at each node:
∑
f2x : −f12êx + f23êx + f24êx + f25êx = ~F2x
∑
f2y : −f12êy + f23êy + f24êy + f25êy = ~F2y
∑
f4x : −f14êx − f24êx + f45êx = ~F4x
∑
f4y : −f14êy − f24êy + f45êy = ~F4y
∑
f5x : −f25êx − f35êx − f45êx = ~F5x
∑
f5y : −f25êy − f35êy − f45êy = ~F5y
where numeric subscripts denote vertex numbers and principle co-ordinate
directions (x or y). Further, f and F are truss internally and externally ap-
plied forces respectively. Note that the above formulation does not hold for
large displacements in terms of significant alterations in length and orienta-
tion (due to rotation). The above system can be represented with a matrix









− ~t12x 0 ~t23x ~t24x ~t25x 0 0
− ~t12y 0 ~t23y ~t24y ~t25y 0 0
0 − ~t14x 0 − ~t24x 0 0 ~t45x
0 − ~t14y 0 − ~t24y 0 0 ~t45y
0 0 0 0 − ~t25x − ~t35x − ~t45x






























































where the relationship for ~f is given by Equation (2.1). In traditional
solid mechanics, the spring constant k would be a function of material prop-
erties and member geometry, namely AE
L
(with A and E respectively the
area and Young’s modulus). However, when considering r-refinement, this
physical meaning is lost. A new stiffness is formulated via edge length and is
discussed in Section 2.3. Next, the formulation of the relationship between
the truss member length ~f and the nodal displacements are considered.
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Fig. 2.2: Truss member displacement diagram
The truss member’s change in length from L to L′ can be expressed using
the displacement ~δx vectors depicted in Figure 2.2. Assuming negligible
rotation, the change in length may be computed as
δL = L′ − L ≈ ~δxj · ~tij − ~δxi · ~tij (2.3)
where subscripts i and j denote the nodes in Figure 2.2. Applying Equa-










































− ~t12x − ~t12y 0 0 0 0
0 0 − ~t14x − ~t14y 0 0
~t23x ~t23y 0 0 0 0
~t24x ~t24y − ~t24x − ~t24y 0 0
~t25x ~t25y 0 0 − ~t25x − ~t25y
0 0 0 0 − ~t35x − ~t35y



































Here, ∆x and ∆y denote the change in node co-ordinates. Substitut-
ing Equations (2.4) and (2.6) into Equation (2.1) yields an expression for
~f , which can be further substituted into Equation (2.2). This yields the
prototype governing equation of the scheme
T̄ ~f = ~F
T̄ k̄T̄
T ~∆x = ~F
K̄ ~∆x = ~F (2.5)
where k̄ is the member stiffness matrix of the form
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k12 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 k14 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 k23 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 k24 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 k25 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 k35 0












and K̄ represents the well known system stiffness matrix. In expanded









σe,xx σe,xy σ24,xx σ24,xy σ25,xx σ25,xy
σe,yy σ24,yx σ24,yy σ25,yx σ25,yy


























































For off diagonals’ entries, σ24,xx for example, denotes the matrix entry
constructed from data obtained from the edge connecting nodes 2 and 4 for
the principle co-ordinate directions xx. The main diagonal and selected off
diagonal entries (see condition in Equation (2.8)) are a summation of all the
























e = [0 : em]; d1, d2 ∈ [x, y, (z)] (2.8)
where d1 and d2 indicate which combination of principle unit vectors are
used. In the above, i denotes the node index and dm the solution dimension.
The vector on the RHS of Equation (2.7) is refereed further as the load vector
~F . Clearly, for larger truss systems, K̄ becomes a sparse symmetric matrix.
2.2 Ball-Vertex Method
As noted previously, in Chapter 1, a truss structure is only structurally
stable for triangulated shapes. Mesh elements have a much wider vocabulary
of shapes; thus, an augmentation to a standard truss system is required. The
ball-vertex method, although not the only method [34–39], provides this
augmentation. The core derivations of this method are taken from [1, 40].
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2. A TRUSS NETWORK APPROACH TO R-REFINEMENT
Firstly, the two dimensional case is formulated and then extended for three
dimensions. For consistency, the springs which arise due to the ball-vertex











Fig. 2.3: The Ball-Vertex Method applied in 2 dimensions.
The additional diagonal spring added by the ball-vertex method is shown
in Figure 2.3. First, the co-ordinates for the pseudo node p are obtained by
calculation of the length Lip between nodes i and p:
~tip = êz × ~tj1j2
if ~tip · ~tij1 < 0 → ~tip = −~tip
Lip = ~tip · Lij1~tij1
~xp = ~xi + Lip~tip (2.9)
The addition of nodes (degrees of freedom) is circumvented in an elegant
manner via writing the displacements of the pseudo nodes in terms of the
nodes which describe the lines (2D), or plane (3D) on which it resides.
Thus, a solution for the displacement of the pseudo nodes in terms of the
surrounding nodes (nodes j1 and j2 in the Figure 2.3) can be obtained by
interpolation as
~xp = ξ~xj1 + (1− ξ)~xj2 (2.10)
where ~x denotes nodal co-ordinates. Solving for the interpolation coeffi-
cient ξ,
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ξ =
(~xj1 − ~xj2) · (~xp − ~xj1)
|~xj1 − ~xj2 |
(2.11)
the displacement for node p ( ~δxp) may be represented as
~δxp = ξ ~δxj1 + (1− ξ)
~δxj2 (2.12)
The stiffness contribution for node i into the stiffness matrix for the



















σip,xx σip,xy −ξσip,xx −ξσip,xy (ξ − 1)σip,xx (ξ − 1)σip,xy
σip,yy −ξσip,yx −ξσip,yy (ξ − 1)|σip,yx (ξ − 1)σip,yy
ξ2σip,xx ξ
2σip,xy ξ(1− ξ)σip,xx ξ(1− ξ)σip,xy
ξ2σip,yy ξ(1− ξ)σip,yx ξ(1− ξ)σip,yy












with nomenclature previously defined.
2.2.2 Extension to 3D
Extension of the above methodology to 3D is straightforward. Considering









Fig. 2.4: Implementation of a ball-vertex spring in 3 dimensions [1].
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~tip = ~tj1j2 × ~tj1j3 (2.14)
The ratios used in the stiffness matrix must be determined, noting that
in 3D, node p’s position is described by the three nodes which are co-planar
~xp = ξ~xj1 + η~xj2 + (1− ξ − η)~xj3 (2.15)
Here, the second interpolation coefficient η is given by
η =
( ~xj1 − ~xj3) · ( ~xp − ~xj1)
| ~xj1 − ~xj3 |
(2.16)
and ξ follows from Equation (2.11). The interpolated displacements then
follow as
~δxp = ξ ~δxj1 + η
~δxj2 + (1− ξ − η)
~δxj3 (2.17)
with the addition to the system stiffness matrix as previously shown.
2.3 Suitable Spring Stiffnesses
The final component of the system stiffness matrix is the formulation of
the spring stiffness. A desirable property of the system is that edges and
elements should not collapse. Thus, a dynamic stiffness is highly desirable,
where an increase in resistance is sought as edges and/or elements approach
collapse and decrease in the reverse. Making use of the inverse of the edge





and is used for both edge and element springs. It is noted that the
above is non-linear and therefore inherits the complexity therein. While the
above formulation has been previously noted [37,38], typical selection of n is
1 [1,34–36,39,40,42]. For use here, it was found that a value of 2 produced
better results. Thus, stiffnesses for the presented scheme are formulated as
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This change creates a greater difference in relative stiffness, which was
found to be imperative for the industrial CFD test cases. The majority of
the domain is of little interest and edges in these uninteresting areas should
give more. Conversely, forces resulting from sonic shocks are very large, and
the relatively smaller elements should thus avoid crushing.
2.4 Monitor Function: Error Estimator
2.4.1 General Force Formulation
For any mesh optimisation, some metric or monitor function must be used
to drive the nodes to the desired areas of the mesh. In this work, the latter
(which is indicative of error) is represented as a force applied to nodes as
per Acikgoz [42]. With reference to CFD, Zienkiewicz and Zhu [5] were the
first to note that the flow gradients are useful as error estimates. However,
Roy [44] has shown that while gradients are indicative of error, the result on
adaptivity could be a deterioration in accuracy. Roy demonstrates that this
may be corrected by employing an expression which is more representative
of the actual discretization or truncated error. In the case of smooth fields,
second derivative or curvature was found to also be of great importance.
For the purposes of this work, a balance was sought between complexity
of error estimator and accuracy. The proposed formulation therefore hinged
on the observation that curvature is indicative of error for smooth fields,
while gradient is needed to cluster nodes around discontinuities (sonic shocks
in the case of compressible flow.) For fields that contain both, therefore, the
following intuitive hybrid expression for error was formulated across edges:
~fij = Cc ~fij,curve + Cg ~fij,grad (2.20)
where ~fij,curve and ~fij,grad represent the forces over the edge due to the
curvature and gradient of the flow field over the edge respectively. Cc and
Cg are the curvature and gradient adjustment coefficients and are discussed
shortly in Section 2.4.4. The resulting forces can be seen overlaid on an
arbitrary node in Figure 2.5.
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It should be noted that the edge force fije should always be compressive
and act to shorten the spring. The logic here: a smaller edge/spring produces
a smaller error, since the error is a function of mesh spacing [5].
For this work transonic compressible flow (containing transonic shocks)
was considered. Thus, the flow density was employed as the monitored
variable. Clearly, for different CFD applications, this is adaptable so long
as the functional is reducible to a vector of the above form. To maintain
generality, φ is used to indicate the monitored flow variable, typically at a
node.
2.4.2 Gradient monitor function
The reconstruction of gradient over an edge can be done simply by using
difference in flow property over the edge.
~fij,grad = −~fji,grad =
|φi − φj |
|~xi − ~xj|
~tij (2.22)
and for a monitor function, where φ is some vector property, the force











2. A TRUSS NETWORK APPROACH TO R-REFINEMENT
Again, φ in the above system can represent any flow property on which
to base the monitor function.
2.4.3 Curvature Monitor Function
The reconstruction of the curvature is more challenging compared to gra-
dient. Although Roy [44] employed second derivative for 1D, multi dimen-
sional applications require curvature. Mathematically, this is defined for










where φ′ and φ′′ are the first and second derivatives of the curve g(l) and
l denotes edge length. The curvature κ is calculated by reconstructing the
function g(l) across the edge. Here, it is desirable that the field maintains
smoothness across the various attached elements. This is employed by using
a clamped cubic spline:
g(l) = a0l
3 + a1l
2 + a2l + a3 (2.25)
where the above coefficients a0 to a3 are the polynomial coefficients to
be solved. To construct a clamped spline, directional derivatives at the ends
are required and are of the form
∇ijg(l) = ∇g(l) · ~tij (2.26)





(φi − φj) +
1
L2ip







∇ij [2g(0) + g(Lij)]
a2 = ∇ijg(0)
a3 = φi (2.27)
where φi and φj denote field variable values at the nodes. The derivatives
of g may then be calculated as
g′(l) = 3a0l
2 + 2a1l + a2
g′′(l) = 6a0l + 2 (2.28)
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In the interest of consistency, the edge spring force resulting from cur-
vature is computed at l = 0.5Lij as
~fij,curve = −~fji,curve = κ|0.5L~tij (2.29)
with nomenclature previously defined.
2.4.4 Adjustment Coefficients
Due to the non-physical nature of both forces and truss stiffnesses, it is to be
ensured that these are kept in balance with respect to each other. To achieve
this, an adjustment factor Cadj (see Section 2.5.1) must be used to bring the
RHS and the LHS of Equation (2.5) in line. Additionally, the adjustment
factor is used on the first iteration to set the adjustment coefficients Cg and
Cc. Critical importance is placed on the ratio between Cg and Cc (with the
absolute value of each therefore being of lesser value), as will be investigated
in Chapter 5.
2.5 Moving Meshes
2.5.1 Preventing Element Collapse
The edge and element springs clearly displace in a non-linear fashion (due to
non-linear varying stiffness), but linear solvers do not support this. There-
fore, nodes are restricted only to move some factor of local element spacing.
For the purposes of this work, the latter is defined as the safety factor ηsf .
The displacement of a node is limited by taking the ’length to collapse’ and
dividing it by the safety factor. The ’length to collapse’ Lcl is defined as the
minimum distance a node would need to travel to cause any of its surround-
ing elements to become concave, cross an edge in any of its surrounding
elements, or create an edge of zero length, as shown below in Figure 2.6.
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Fig. 2.6: The movement of node i to i′ causing a concave element (left), a node-edge
crossing (center), and node-node collision (right).
Lcl is simply Lip from Equation (2.9) for all element configurations.
Thus, no further calculations are required to obtain Lcl and the maximum





Once the nodal displacement solution ~δx has been obtained, it is checked
against the node’s maximum allowable distance. Should it be greater, it is






circle of radius ~δxi,m
Fig. 2.7: Node displacement ~δxi, correction for a solution bigger than the maximum
allowable displacement ~δx′i.
To effect, the above ~δxi is multiplied by a constant Ci,adj , the adjustment
factor. To maintain relative motion between nodes, a single constant Cadj
must be used through the entire mesh. Clearly, the solution vector, which
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used the smallest Ci,adj , must be selected in order to maintain mesh validity.
The new node positions can then be determined using
~x′i = ~xi + Cadj ~δxi
Cadj = min (Ci,adj) (2.31)
On the first iteration, the node with the smallest Ci,adj is moved to its
circle of maximum radius (see Figure 2.7) and Cadj set accordingly for the
entire mesh.
2.5.2 Laplacian Smoothing
Although the ball-vertex method does, even under severe deformation, gen-
erally produce a valid mesh, it can in some cases reduce element quality to
a point where the flow solver becomes unable to re-converge the solution.








The above, however, can occasionally produce invalid elements. Liakioiu-
los and Giannakoglou [45] used a reduced polygon to constrain the smooth-
ing. The points selected for the smoothing are the vertices of the reduced







Fig. 2.8: Showing the modified polygon from which smoothing points are selected.
The new coordinates are accordingly updated as
Lij,min = min(|~xi − ~xj|)
~x′j = ~xi + Lij,min~tij (2.33)
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The ability to refine boundaries is an essential part of an r-refinement
scheme. In a typical CFD simulation, the functions that describe the bound-
ary geometry are not normally known, yet the nodes must move in such a
way to ensure that fidelity of the geometric surface is maintained. Further,
since the boundary is updated regularly during an r-refinement cycle, the
method used to calculate geometric features must be automated and must
be robust. Hence, this chapter first deals with some of the new geomet-
ric identification techniques which were implemented before continuing on
to detail the methodology for updating boundary nodes in the proposed
r-refinement scheme.
3.2 Boundary Geometric Identification
The primary purpose of feature identification is to define corners and ridges
and create two sets of boundary normals. The first set composes outward
pointing unit normals at every boundary node which are named the bound-
ary node normals, denoted ~N . The second set consists of face normals for
every boundary node on each boundary face (which are stored at face nodes
as per Figure 3.1), denoted ~n and named boundary face normals. Additional
information pertaining to the definitions of boundary faces and to element
numbering format used is presented in Appendix A.
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Fig. 3.1: Boundary and face normals associated with boundary face u. Greyed
nodes/edges serve to offer background context.
For clarity of illustration, mesh entities (nodes and edges) which serve
only to give background context to a figure are coloured in grey. Further,
boundary nodes are shaded in black or grey while interior nodes are not (as
per Figure 3.4).




















Fig. 3.2: Ridge detection test using two boundary face normals.
With the boundary face normals, ~ni,u1 and ~ni,u2 , the angle θ is constructed
between two boundary faces, which share a common edge. Thus, θ is given
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|~ni,u1 | |~ni,u2 |
)
(3.2)
The boundary node normal is next calculated, though the exact formu-
lation is dependent on the boundary node type: smooth, ridge or corner. In




|~tij1,u × ~tij2,u| ~ni,u
∑
u |~tij1,u × ~tij2,u|
(3.3)






Fig. 3.3: A corner node surrounded by three ridges.
Corners and ridges (non-smooth) occur when adjacent boundary face
normal angles, θ, differ by more than a user specified threshold. An example
of the boundary faces of a tetrahedral mesh are shown in Figure 3.3.
Ridge nodes (ridges) occur when the attached boundary faces may be
separated into two so called ”face groups”. A face group, denoted λ, con-
stitutes a set of boundary faces which are attached to a boundary node and
have face normals which are equal or differ by a small amount (less than
the threshold angle). For each group, an area weighted average vector is
constructed (using Equation (3.3)). The two face group normals are then
added together and renormalized to obtain the outward pointing boundary







3. BOUNDARY NODE REFINEMENT
Corners occur when more than two face groups are attached to a bound-
ary node. The outward pointing node normals are similarly calculated.
Finally, boundary face normals (which are stored at boundary face level at
each node) are set equal to the face group value.
3.3 A Priori Algebraic Constraints
The proposed scheme manipulates various solution steps in both an a priori
and a posteriori manner, with respect to iterations, increasing the respon-
siveness of boundary node refinement. A priori constraints are applied at
discretization level (prior to solution) and serve to ensure that a node is
limited to slide along a specific flat plain or remain fixed in position at a
corner. Slight departures from the geometry may still occur, particularly in
areas of high boundary curvature. Here a posteriori treatment is applied to
bring the node back onto the boundary geometry, enforcing strict boundary






Fig. 3.4: Boundary nodes with attached boundary springs of stiffness k
To enact the above, both the system stiffness matrix and load vector
must be suitably adjusted. The resulting error force (Equation (2.21)) at
each boundary node is modified by the removal of its boundary normal
component. The resultant applied force (due the monitor function) will
therefore not push or pull the node off the surface. Using the boundary
node normal ~Ni the resultant force ~Fi at the boundary node i is modified
such that
~F ′i = ~Fi − ~Fi · ~Ni (3.5)
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Normal movement can still occur due to internal mesh movement. A
priori constraints are achieved by attaching a set of springs which are in the
direction of the boundary node normal, ~Ni. These springs are then given a
stiffness value which is three orders of magnitude larger than any attached




i = K̄i + ki,n
(
~Ni,x · ~Ni,x ~Ni,x · ~Ni,y
~Ni,y · ~Ni,x ~Ni,y · ~Ni,y
)
(3.6)
It is to be noted that the above is applied only at smooth boundary
nodes. In the case of corner nodes, all displacements are constrained via a
Dirichlet condition ( ~∆x = 0). Algebraically, this is achieved by setting all
off-diagonal entries in the system stiffness matrix as well as the load vector
to zero. Conversely, ridge node displacement can be allowed so long as the
geometric ridge is preserved. To achieve this, two springs in the direction of









Fig. 3.5: A ridge node constrained by two attached ridge springs with stiffness k,
each aligned parallel to the face group normals n.
3.4 A Posteriori Geometric Constraints
As noted previously, a posteriori treatment is required in certain instances to
ensure that the boundary nodes remain strictly on the geometric boundary.
The overarching process can be split into three separate steps. Firstly, the
boundary face over which the node has moved (displacement direction) is
identified, secondly the node’s geometric classification (smooth, ridge or
corner) and thus its displacement type is determined. Lastly, the boundary
node is placed back onto the boundary surface where required.
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Fig. 3.6: Node i displaced off the boundary surface to an arbitrary point i′ in 2D
(top) and 3D (bottom).
To begin with, the boundary face over which a node has moved (Figure
3.6) is identified. To do this, a set of unit edge vectors ~tij are constructed
from node i to surrounding boundary nodes. The boundary face over which
node i has moved will yield the largest value of a dot product between ~tij
and ~δxi. This test is referred to as the dot-product test further on. In
3D (Figure 3.6), the problem is more complex. All the boundary elements
attached to node i are visited. In each element, the ideal placement of node
i, i′ is projected onto the boundary element face using the boundary face
normals at node i by
~x′ipj =
~x′i − ~δxi · ~ni,u1 (3.7)
The sought-after face is that for which the following relation is satisfied:
θ1 + θ2 = β (3.8)
The above is referred to as the angle test.
Having identified the boundary face over which a node has moved, con-
sideration is given to boundary classification: corner, ridge or smooth. How-
ever, due to the computational cost associated with a curved smooth surface
(as opposed to a flat plane), additional classifications are employed. These
are described next and with reference to Figure 3.7. For this reason, lin-
ear displacement is handled separately and therefore needs to be detected.
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Noted is that even with the a priori approach, it is still expected that there
will be normal motion, which must be considered.
Nodes on a smooth boundary are those nodes which are not corner or
ridge nodes. These nodes often make up the majority of all boundary nodes.
Nodes on a straight line/flat plane (2D/3D) are special cases of smooth
boundary nodes and occur when the boundary node normals of surrounding
nodes are found to be parallel.
Nodes on straight ridges are nodes, tagged as ridges, where the connected
ridge nodes have node normals which are parallel.
Nodes on smooth ridges are all other ridge nodes.
Nodes on corners are not moved.
Nodes with an undesirable displacement solution are nodes where the
dot-product test (2D) or the angle test (3D) fail to provide a boundary face
over which the boundary node has moved. In 2D, this is identified when the
dot-product of all connected boundary nodes are negative; and in 3D, when
none of the surrounding boundary elements satisfy Equation (3.8).
Finally, the actual process of updating the boundary can be done. The
six movement cases, identified previously, are used to create a placement
procedure for every boundary node. In the typical case, the position to
which a node is to be moved is taken as the closest position on the geometric
surface. In the case of general (curved) smoothed surfaces, third order Bèzier
curve or surface fits are used in conjunction with a minimisation procedure,
described shortly. For linear boundaries, nodes are placed at their boundary
projected locations. Finally, nodes on corners as well as undesirables are
not moved. A more detailed break down of each case’s specific placement
procedure can be found in Appendix B.
Returning to curved (general) smooth boundaries; as noted, third order
Bèzier curves are employed. To find the closest position on the surface,
a minimisation procedure using Newton linearisation, is carried out. For
further information regarding Bèzier control points, refer to Appendix C.
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Fig. 3.7: Various displacement solutions ( ~δxi) of node i over boundary element u
and the subsequent placement back onto the boundary surface shown for,
A. Smooth 2D, B. Smooth 3D, C. Straight line, D. Flat plane, E. Straight
ridge, F. Smooth ridge, G. Undesirable 2D, H. Undesirable 3D
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4 Solution Procedure
The developed r-refinement scheme is next integrated into the CFD flow
solver, ElementalTM (see Figure 4.1). Once the flow solver has been ini-
tialised, feature identification takes place. The flow solution is converged in
a typical manner until it meets a user specified threshold, at which point the
r-refinement scheme is called. At present, the refinement scheme is called a













Fig. 4.1: Refinement scheme integration with the flow solver; the user to specify
the number of r-refinement passes required.
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4. SOLUTION PROCEDURE
The refinement pass in Figure 4.1 may be sub-divided into three main
sub-functions (see Figure 4.2): building and solving the truss network, en-
suring nodes move correctly and the a posteriori boundary node treatment.
Other processes are also shown, such as the updating of geometry which, in
turn, involves re-computation of the edge lengths and nodal volumes. The
laplacian smoothing is employed once r-refinement convergence has been
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= ~xi − ~x0
Here, ~∆x
i+1
should, over a few iterations, converge to zero. Note that the
above iterative procedure (and re-calculation of K̄
i
) is required due to the
non-linear nature of the problem (materially and geometrically). However,
one may recall the assumption made with regard to the absence of rotation
in a spring member’s stiffness. Since large deflections are expected, this
assumption needs to be re-examined. For the purpose of this work, it is
proposed to alleviate this by mixing the original system stiffness matrix
with that of the new (by implication the stiffness magnitude would also be a
















represents the system stiffness matrix on the first iteration.
For solution purposes, the ElementalTM preconditioned GMRES as well as
AMG solvers were employed. In the above, K̄
0
may be sampled at the first
iteration of the first r-refinement pass, or at the first iteration of every r-
refinement pass (see Figure 4.3). Both of these are evaluated in the results
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Fig. 4.3: The building of K̄, ~F and solving for ~∆xi,m functional flow.
4.2 Solution Processing
Figure 4.4 shows the algorithm for ensuring that nodes stay within their
ball as discussed in Section 2.5. Additionally, the setting of Cg and Cc takes
place on the first iteration as shown. Finally, the reader is reminded that
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Fig. 4.4: The process for limiting nodal displacement
4.3 Boundary Node Placement
The last major algorithm (see Figure 4.5) is that which places nodes back
onto the boundary as described in Chapter 3, which forms part of the gen-
eral co-ordinate updating procedure. First, the node classification is sought
before the boundary element over which the node has moved is determined.





























Fig. 4.5: Work flow for finding new boundary node co-ordinates when looping over
all nodes.
4.4 Field Interpolation
To avoid the additional computational overhead of re-computing field vari-
ables (used for the monitor function) between successive r-refinement iter-
ations, limited interpolation is employed - in the sense that only the field
variable employed for the monitor function is interpolated. When handing
back the refined mesh, however, all flow variables are interpolated forward.
Inverse distance interpolation was employed by using the original field
variables (as received from the flow solver). This is such that repeated
interpolation does not deteriorate the accuracy of the monitor function.
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2 6= 0 (4.3)
where subscript j and superscript 0 represent node data from the original





The developed r-refinement scheme is now evaluated via application to a
number of test cases. To begin with, 2D analytical cases are considered in
order to qualitatively demonstrate scheme capability. These tests are less
about accuracy and more a demonstration of the ability to effect large node
motion. r-Refinement is then applied to the NACA0012 aerofoil under tran-
sonic flow conditions, which constitutes a demanding, industrially relevant,
2D problem. Next, a 3D transonic flow case is considered, viz. flow over
an aerofoil from the recently completed FP7 project: Future Fast Aeroelstic
Simulation Technologies (FFAST) [46]. In the interest of a rigorous eval-
uation, improvements in accuracy (as compared to the mesh independent
solution) are quantified as a function of a number of r-refinement passes as
well as gradient to curvature ratio. This is done with coarse and fine meshes
as starting points. Finally, a demonstration of the scheme as a mesh defor-
mation tool is presented by means of an unrealistically large deflection of
the 3D aerofoil.
5.2 2D Analytical Test Cases
As explained, the main focus of the analytical examples was qualitative and
more on capability rather than exact reduction in error. The main objective
was to demonstrate that, given some field, the r-refinement scheme can track
and adapt accordingly. Additionally, the tests were to demonstrate that
even in the presence of shock-like structures which feature high gradients,
the mesh remains valid.
The first test case featured a smooth sinusoidal field and was a simple
initial demonstration of viability. The second test case featured a field with
a large field magnitude range and shock-like topology, which was taken from
the r-refinement paper by G.L. Delzanno et al [30]. Both analytical scalar
fields were examined in a unit 2D domain. Since density was the monitor
function base for the aerofoil problems which follow, it was used here as the
analytical field. For the purpose of the test case, error topology (monitor
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function) was assumed to be based on gradient.
5.2.1 Sinusoidal Case
The scalar field ρ(x, y) is given values corresponding to a cosine function
oriented along the line y = x, expressed as



















The density field and resulting fabricated error field are presented below
(Figure 5.1). The field is overlaid on an equispaced (finite difference) mesh,
with the resulting five and ten pass r-refined meshes shown in Figure 5.2.
Fig. 5.1: Plot of the density field (left) and the error field (right) with red and blue
indicating higher and lower values respectively in both plots.
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Fig. 5.2: Adapted mesh after 5 passes (left) and 10 passes (right) of r-refinement.
As can be seen from the adapted meshes, the resulting node distribu-
tion corresponds well with the error topology plot. In addition, as more
passes were applied, the agreement in node distribution and error topology
improved. Finally, commendable boundary motion was seen with bound-
ary nodes adapting well and following the trend set by their non-boundary
counterparts. Note that each pass required circa 5 iterations to converge,
which required less than 2 seconds of CPU time on an Intel i7 2.30GHz chip
with 8Gb of DDR3 RAM at 800MHz.
5.2.2 Vortex Case
As compressible flows can contain shocks which exhibit areas of high gradi-
ents and curvatures, a test case to simulate this was considered:









(x− 0.5)2 + (y − 0.5)2













Fig. 5.3: Plot of the density field (left) and the error field (right) with red and blue
indicating higher and lower values respectively in both plots
Fig. 5.4: Adapted mesh after 5 passes of r-refinement (left) and 10 passes (right).
Subsequent to r-refinement, the node distribution and error field again
corresponded well. Additionally, as the error increased in the outer areas of
the domain, so the node density increased.
5.3 2D NACA0012 Test Case
The industrial 2D example was that of the well known NACA0012 aerofoil.
The flow was inviscid transonic, with the Mach number and angle of attack
at 0.85 and 1.25◦ respectively. The 2nd order accurate ElementalTM solver
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was employed [47]. The success of the r-refinement algorithm was quantified
via improvement in lift and moment. The target solution, i.e. ”zero mesh
spacing” solution, was obtained via the grid convergence index methodology
[48] with Richardson’s extrapolation.
Various aspects of the r-refinement scheme can be investigated. The most
pertinent of these is the effect of varying the ratios Cc and Cg as discussed
in Section 2.4.3. Additionally, the effectiveness of the Lapacian smoother
on both accuracy as well as flow solver re-convergence was assessed together
with the effect of resetting the system stiffness matrix. As mentioned, the
monitor function was density-based.
5.3.1 Mesh Independent Solution
The mesh independence study involved the use of three Delaunay triangu-
lation meshes with increasing node counts. A mesh of similar coarseness to
the coarsest mesh is shown in Figure 5.6, with the density computed on the
finest mesh depicted in Figure 5.5. The lift and moment coefficients were







Fig. 5.5: Plot of the density field on a 72k node mesh for a NACA0012 aerofoil.
Tab. 5.1: Results from the various meshes for cl and cm in 2D.
No. Nodes cl cm
1 5380 0.33734 -0.03748
2 30115 0.33935 -0.03757
3 72858 0.34234 -0.03784
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With the above, the mesh independent solution may be calculated via
Richardson extrapolation as per [48]:




Here, the variable for which the mesh independence is being sought is
denoted ζ and is referred to as the the extrapolation variable. The grid










where im denotes the number of nodes in the mesh and dm, again, the
solution dimension. The refinement ratio of meshes 2 and 3, r23 was com-
puted similarly. Additionally, the order of accuracy p in Equation (5.3) is
expressed as













with j denoting the iteration number and ω the relaxation factor which
is equal to 0.5. The initial guess for p0 was 2 as this was the expected order
of accuracy. For the above, ǫ represents the difference between the finer and
coarser meshes’ extrapolation variables, and is thus given by
ǫ12 = (ζ2 − ζ1)
ǫ23 = (ζ3 − ζ2) (5.7)
The certainty, or relative certainty, with which the extrapolated variable















where ηsf is selected as 1.25 as recommended by Roache [48].
The results obtained for the values cl and cm if using meshes 2 and 3 are
given in Table 5.2.




Having obtained the target solution, the developed r-refinement technol-
ogy was applied to two meshes of different resolution. These are referred to
as fine and coarse meshes respectively.
5.3.2 Fine Mesh Refinement
The mesh for the first refinement case was similar in coarseness to the coars-
est mesh used in the mesh independence study. Here, the selection of ’fine’
in the title is used to distinguish this mesh from the next case, where the
mesh is significantly coarser. For these tests, a specified number of refine-
ment passes were applied to a mesh. Each refinement pass occurred when
the flow solution had re-converged to 1.0e − 3. Once all refinement passes
were complete, the flow solution was converged to 1.0e − 5 to conclude the
simulation. In a batch of tests, the number of refinement calls were kept
constant.
The set-up for the refinement was therefore as follows:
1. Four batches consisting of two 5 and two 10 pass refinements are done.
2. One of the two sub-batches will have the Laplacian smoother activated
and the other deactivated.







= [0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5]
4. Initial conditions for the un-adapted mesh are:
(a) cl = 0.3429; error of 1.82%
(b) cm = −0.0385; error of 1.64%
(c) Computational cost of the unrefined mesh is 545.81 seconds if
using a simple Jacobi solver [47].
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Fig. 5.6: Close-up of the un-adapted fine NACA0012 mesh.
Computational times for the various cases are reported in Table 5.3. The
simulations were carried out on the UCT HPC’s Dell C6145 racks. These
house AMD Opteron 6274s at 2.2GHz and 2Gb of RAM at 1.3GHz. The
typical pass time is presented for each batch and multiplied by the number of
passes for a given batch to obtain the total refinement time. Total run time
for each batch is given as an average in addition to the standard deviation
(with the non-converging cases excluded). The typical refinement time is
shown as a percentage of total run time and in the final column of the table,
the increase in computational cost relative to the unrefined case is shown
(due to repeated solves).
Tab. 5.3: Typical computational time for 2D fine mesh refinement reported in sec-
onds
Batch Pass Tot. Refi. Tot. Run Std. Dev. as % of Inc. in
Name Time Time Time Tot. Run Run Time Cost
5 LA 20.03 100.17 1 597.66 187.76 6.27 2.93
5 LD 16.86 84.30 1 586.91 228.82 5.31 2.91
10 LA 18.39 183.91 2 658.66 196.89 6.92 4.87
10 LD 16.13 161.33 2 395.13 372.60 6.74 4.39
For the above, the actual refinement computational cost was low and all
runs used < 10% of full run times to perform the refinement. The increase
in total CPU cost, when compared with the unrefined mesh, was well less
than the number of passes applied. The increase in overall CPU time was
significant, but not deemed prohibitive bearing in mind the considerable
increase in accuracy achieved (Figures 5.7 and 5.8). To the reader it is noted
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that this study served as a first assessment of the r-refinement technology,
and little effort was applied to scheme optimization. It was found that the
refinement threshold (flow solver convergence tolerance) had a significant
effect on overall scheme efficiency, and should be investigated further.
























Fig. 5.7: Graph of the error reduction in the coefficient of lift vs. the Cg/Cc ratio on
the fine NACA0012 mesh. Here, LA and LD respectively denote Laplacian
smooth activated and deactivated.
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Fig. 5.8: Graph of the error reduction in the coefficient of moment vs. the Cg/Cc
ratio on the fine NACA0012 mesh. Here, LA and LD respectively denote
Laplacian smooth activated and deactivated.
Missing data points indicate tests for which the flow solver failed to re-
converge (likely due to deterioration in element quality). As can be seen,
this was more common for those batches with increased refinement passes as
well as those with a higher gradient weighting. However, not one test failed
to have the refined mesh reprocessed, inferring that no invalid elements were
created (ElementalTM does checks for this).
The results obtained were, for the most part, satisfactory and a clear
demonstration of the scheme’s ability to significantly improve accuracy. Fig-
ure 5.9 shows the general trend of node movement, where nodes moved
toward the aerofoil and further clustered around the nose, tail and, impor-
tantly, along the shock. For this case, the optimal Cg/Cc ratio is about 0.3
to 0.8 if an improvement in both cl and cm is sought. While increasing the
weight of the gradient did seem to improve the lift coefficient, the chance of
solver rejection was raised; and, more importantly, a clearly negative effect
on the moment coefficient was observed. This again could be due to ele-
ment quality deterioration around the leading and trailing edges and is to
be investigated as further work. Finally, the effect of increasing the number
of passes seemed to do little for improvement in accuracy and had a clear
negative effect on solver acceptance. This is suggestive that r-refinement
without element quality control has reached a limit.
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Fig. 5.9: Adapted mesh for test 10LD for a Cg/Cc ratio of 0.5.
Finally, the effects of the Laplacian smoother with regard to accuracy
improvements are only noticeable for high curvature weighted monitor func-
tions and high refinement passes. Figure 5.10 shows the difference in re-
finement around the shock. The importance of clustering nodes in the area
of shock is important; however, the curvature monitor function tended to
cluster nodes on either side. The Lapacian, when applied, relaxed this and
so can be attributed with the improved accuracy in this area; however, little
effect to solver acceptance was observed between using the smoother and
not (Cg/Cc = [0.3 : 0.5]).




5.3.3 Coarse Mesh Refinement
The second mesh was significantly coarser than the previous ’fine’ mesh.
This example was perhaps the most critical since the refinement scheme
needed to demonstrate applicability to test cases which were significantly far
from an accurate solution. The set up for these tests was similar to that of
the fine, with the exception of an absent smoother (as this was found to be of
little value above). Instead, here the effect of re-setting K̄
0
at the beginning
of each refinement pass was investigated. This was expected to give better
linear approximations to the non-linear governing equations. The number
of refinement passes was also reduced. This is due to the softness of this
mesh and the clear negative effect of over-refinement on solver acceptance.
Softness was attributed to the coarseness of the mesh which featured, on
average, longer edge lengths and therefore softer springs.
The set up for the refinement runs follows with Figure 5.11 showing the
un-adapted mesh:
1. Four batches consisting of two 3 and two 5 pass refinements are done.
2. One of the two sub-batches will have K̄
0
reset on every refinement
pass, while the other will have K̄
0
set on the first pass only.
3. In each sub-batch, 13 individual tests are done with
Cg
Cc
= [0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5]
4. Initial conditions for the un-adapted mesh are
(a) cl = 0.3116; error of 7.47%
(b) cm = −0.0298; error of 21.32%
(c) Computational cost on the unrefined mesh is 71.95 seconds.
Fig. 5.11: Un-adapted coarse NACA0012 mesh.
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Times for the computations are reported in Table 5.4 which were run on
the same Dell C6145 cluster as previously done.
Tab. 5.4: Typical computational time for 2D coarse mesh refinement, reported in
seconds.
Batch Pass Tot. Refi. Tot. Run Std. Dev. as % of Inc. in
Name Time Time Time Tot. Run Run Time Cost
3 OE 1.43 4.30 111.18 12.14 3.87 1.55
3 OF 1.44 4.32 115.57 10.58 3.74 1.61
5 OE 1.63 8.16 159.97 16.53 5.10 2.22
5 OF 1.63 8.17 169.10 18.21 4.83 2.35
Refinement cost as a percentage of total time was small, which is con-
sistent with results from the fine meshes. There was clearly little difference,
cost-wise, in resetting the system stiffness matrix on every pass. Thus here,
one would clearly favour resetting on every pass due to accuracy improve-
ment, as is discussed shortly. Importantly, the increase in overall computa-
tional cost was significantly less vs. reduction in error (comparing both cl
and cm) than previously seen. Weighing this against the large increases in
accuracy (even though little has been done by way of scheme optimisation),
significant value addition is deemed proven.
The graphs showing the reduction in error for the cl and cm from the
base mesh follows. Here, the abbreviations OE and OF mean ’on every
pass’ and ’on first pass’, referring to when K̄
0
was reset. Again, missing
data points indicate tests which failed to re-converge and are not reflective
of an invalid mesh (but rather deteriorating element quality).
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Fig. 5.12: Graph of the error reduction in the coefficient of lift vs. the Cg/Cc ratio
on the coarse NACA0012 mesh. Here OE and OF respectively denote
the resetting of K̄
0
on the every and first pass.























Fig. 5.13: Graph of the error reduction in the coefficient of moment vs. the Cg/Cc
ratio on the coarse NACA0012 mesh. Here OE and OF respectively
denote the resetting of K̄
0
on the every and first pass.
The results obtained confirmed those obtained on the fine mesh tests.
There were clear consistencies between tests; a Cg/Cc ratio of 0.3 to 0.5
yielded the greatest improvement in accuracy for both cl and cm. Unlike
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the fine results though, an increase in refinement passes yielded greater fi-
delity. As can be seen in Figure 5.14, the mesh nodes were pulled toward the
aerofoil, and critically began to cluster around the shock. Better approxi-
mation of the non-linear system (by the resetting of K̄
0
) had a significant
effect on accuracy, especially over the optimal Cg/Cc ratios. Interestingly,
the impact on lower passes was smaller; thus, the effect can be considered
cumulative and the difference required multiple passes to exaggerate as one
would expect.
One discrepancy between fine and coarse results was the trend of the cl
data. Unlike the fine mesh results, an increase in Cg/Cc ratio did not increase
solution accuracy. The exact reason for this was unclear. Attributing factors
could be initial mesh construction (Delaunay vs. paved) or initial mesh
resolution. However, this discrepancy was not deemed too dire since the
aggregate of data is suggestive of consistency in accuracy improvements in
similar areas.
Fig. 5.14: Adapted meshes for test 5OE for a Cg/Cc ratio of 0.5.
5.4 3D FFAST Aerofoil Test Case
As with 2D, the primary goal of refinement in 3D was to demonstrate im-
provement in accuracy by adapting the mesh to field topology. The use of
an industrially relevant aerofoil was also required and recent completion of
the FFAST project provided such and aerofoil. Again, the curvature and
gradient ratios for a density monitor function were investigated for improve-
ments in accuracy in aerofoil characteristics. The Lapacian smoother was
again abandoned since performance in 2D was not adequate to justify con-
tinued use. For these tests, the system stiffness matrix was reset on every
refinement pass.
The flow was again inviscid, the angle of attack was set to 2.0◦ and
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a Mach number of 0.8 was applied. Air properties were taken at cruise
altitude. The calculation of the cm number differs somewhat from the two






where the dynamic pressure Pdyn, planform area Apl and moments M are
easily computed. The characteristic chord length lch was taken into account,













Fig. 5.15: Density field plot for the FFAST aerofoil as seen from above (top) and
below (bottom).
The mesh independent solution was again as previously obtained. Figure
5.15 depicts the density field over the aerofoil on the finest mesh.
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Tab. 5.5: Results from the various meshes for cl and cm on the FFAST aerofoil.
No. Nodes cl cm
1 270 869 0.28856 0.20056
2 380 934 0.29081 0.20242
3 573 520 0.30116 0.21205




GCI 0.41 % 0.43 %
The grid used for the refinement study had a node count of 155k and
was constructed from tetrahedrons. The refinement threshold was again set
to 1.0e − 3. The set-up for the refinement was as follows:
1. Three batches consisting of 3, 5 and 7 pass refinements are done.
2. K̄
0
is reset on every refinement pass.






= [0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5]
4. Initial conditions for the un-adapted mesh are
(a) cl = 0.27712; error of 3.64%
(b) cm = 0.1889; error of 5.45%
(c) Computational cost of the unrefined mesh is 6 hours 16 minutes.
Computational costs was found to have an overall increase in cost that
was less than that of 2D, with no batch reported to have increased total cost
by more than double (whether measured by time or flow solver iteration).
Typical refinement costs constituted circa 30% of total run time, the increase
due to the increased complexity of volume calculations (as now tediously
noted the current algorithm has yet to be fully optimized).
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Fig. 5.16: Graph of the error reduction in the coefficient of lift vs. the Cg/Cc ratio
on the FFAST aerofoil.






















Fig. 5.17: Graph of the error reduction in the coefficient of moment vs. the Cg/Cc
ratio on the FFAST aerofoil.
Reduction in errors, seen in Figures 5.16 and 5.17, peaked differently
from the 2D test cases. Here reduction in error improved greatly around a
Cg/Cc ratio of unity. At these ratios, improvements in accuracy peaked circa
50%. The relatively good performance of these ratios, differing somewhat
from literature, was not to surprising after some examination. With the
higher angle of attack, the transonic shock would have been stronger than
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that of the 2D cases; thus, driving mesh adaptation via these gradients would
naturally have tended to more accurately predict the cl and cm numbers.
5.5 3D Mesh Deformation
Mesh deformation testing was done primarily to demonstrate that the scheme
could be used to significantly deform a mesh. To stress test this, an unre-
alistically large deformation was selected to demonstrate mesh validity past
the point which would normally be observed in FSI simulations. A 200k
node FFAST mesh was used as the base mesh to be deformed.
Euler-Bernoulli beam theory was employed to fictitiously deflect the wing
which was modelled as a cantilever beam. In practice, linear beam theory
would not be applicable to such large displacements. However, the objec-
tive was to demonstrate robustness of the mesh deformation under large
deflections.
To effect the deflection, nodes were projected onto the beam, modelled as
a plane running through the wing, prior to deflection. Using the projected
position, the displacements were computed and prescribed as a Dirichlet
condition to the truss network. For the mesh deformation, the following





For mesh movement purposes, the above displacement was broken into
three equal steps. The resulting displacement is depicted in Figure 5.18.
No invalid elements were created and the flow solver continued convergence.
Tip displacement was recorded to be 18.1m, which is two-thirds of the span.
The volumetric deformed mesh and a close up of the tip is shown in Figures
5.19 and 5.20 respectively. The calculation was conducted on a Intel i7
2.30GHz chip with 8Gb of DDR3 RAM at 800MHz. Computational time
for the deformation was recorded at 16 minutes 52 seconds.
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Fig. 5.18: Un-deformed and deformed FFAST aerofoil
Fig. 5.19: Deformed volumetric mesh
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6.1 Summary and Concluding Remarks
If continued improvements to CFD computational efficiency (accuracy vs.
computational cost) are to be sought, mesh adaptation will need to be im-
proved. A posteriori knowledge of the flow field can aid in the adaptation
process. While each type of adaptation (p-, h- and r-) has its limitations, in
combination, improvements to efficiency can be obtained. Here, r-refinement
was investigated with this purpose.
The ball-vertex truss networked variant was utilised as the mechanism
through which to perform mesh adaptation. The method was selected for its
robustness in mesh deformation and simplicity with regard to other schemes.
Further, initial exploratory work had been carried out on the scheme’s ability
to reduce error on a computational mesh.
The formulation entails attaching fictitious springs to nodes, the stiff-
ness of which are a function of the inverse edge lengths. Forces were applied
to nodes using a forcing monitor function which was formulated using field
gradients and curvature (a novel approach), which are indicative of dis-
cretization error. Together, these provide a balance between robustness and
node relocation (which reduce error).
For mesh adaptation, industrial relevance dictates that complex geome-
tries are refined, as well as that nodes must slide along the boundary. In
most applications, geometric feature definition is not kept past mesh gen-
eration; thus, to obtain effective error reduction along boundaries, a Bèzier
curve/surface optimization process was used to place nodes back onto the
boundary.
The entire scheme was implemented inside ElementalTM’s compressible
flow solver. Novelty was sought in the discretization and solution of the
truss governing equation by resetting the stiffness matrix at the beginning
of every r-refinement pass. The effect is better approximation of the non-
linear nature of the governing equations for each iteration.
After good performance in 2D analytical tests cases, the r-refinement
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scheme was applied to the 2D NACA0012 aerofoil under transonic flow con-
ditions. Here, the objective being reduction in error of the lift and mo-
ment coefficients, cl and cm, with respect to a mesh independence solution.
Two tests were conducted: one on a fine mesh, the other course. For the
fine mesh, error reduction peaked close to 100% and on the course mesh
at around 65%. Reductions of at least 50% were obtained for a gradient-
curvature ratio of circa 0.5 for all cases. Modest increases in computational
time were recorded for the test, thereby resulting in good improvements to
computational efficiencies. Scheme robustness was found to be good with
no negative volume elements created.
Final testing was carried out on the FFAST aerofoil in 3D. Results had a
slightly different trend, as greater reduction in errors were seen for increased
ratios of Cg/Cc (circa unity). This is expected to be due to an increase in
the angle of attack. Finally, a mesh deformation problem was successfully
completed by way of an unrealistically large wing deflection and zero inverted
elements.
6.2 Recommendations
Although this project was an initial step into r-refinement and served to
inform future developments, the developed scheme proved effective and of
industrial relevance. To further the work done to date, the following recom-
mendations are made:
1. Further optimisations should be sought through a more intelligent re-
finement algorithm, such as a dynamic selection of pass number and
refinement threshold.
2. An element quality metric and mesh cosmetics tool should be con-
structed to improve post refinement element quality.
3. Ortho-semi-torsional springs could be considered, as these appear (from
visual inspection of papers) to also produce good element quality.
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A Feature Definition and File Format
Boundary faces are defined as element faces to which only boundary nodes
are attached. Clearly the dimension of the boundary face will always be one





Fig. A.1: Three tetrahedral elements with two boundary elements on the boundary
surface.
To ensure outward pointing normals, the crossing of vectors becomes
dependent on the file format. In this investigation, GAMBIT neutral file
formates were used, allowing calculation of face normals to be consistently




B Boundary Node Placement Procedures
The following placement procedures for boundary nodes apply to the six
geometric placement types identified in Section 3.4.
Nodes on a smooth boundary are placed back onto the surface using
Bèzier curve or surface fits, constructed from the boundary face information
over which the node has moved.
Nodes on a straight line/flat plane (2D/3D) are moved similarly. In 2D,
they are moved by only using that part of the displacement solution which
is tangent to the boundary. Thus, the new co-ordinates for node i are given,
using nomenclature from Figure 3.6 (top) by
~x′i = ~xi + ~δxi · ~tij1 (B.1)
For the 3D case the node is moved to i′pj (using nomenclature from Figure
3.6 (bottom)) with Equation (3.7).
Nodes on straight ridges are displaced identically to the 2D straight line
boundary movement. Again, Equation (B.1) can be used with ~tii′ pointing
to the appropriate connected ridge node.
Nodes on smooth ridges obtain their new co-ordinates in a two step
procedure. The first step, st1, (Figure B.1) is to project the displacement
solution ~δxi onto the ridge plane which is coplanar with the ridge. This
can be done using Equation (3.7). The plane normal ~nrp formed by the















Fig. B.1: Steps taken to move nodes on curved ridges.
Step two (st2) involves moving point i′pj to the new point on the ridge




Nodes on corners have zero displacement and are ignored.
Nodes with an undesirable displacement solution are also ignored.
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C Bezier Control Point Positioning
Bèzier curve and surface fits have long been used for many surface meshing
tasks. These fits were employed for the task of placing boundary nodes back
onto the boundary surface. The procedure for the construction of the Bèzier
curves and surfaces follows from Walton and Meek [51].






l = [0 : 1] (C.1)
The subscript e refers to the specific edge to which the curve belongs.
This is necessary for 3D patches, explained shortly, where multiple curves
are constructed. Here, V represents the control vertices for the curve and






























Fig. C.1: 3rd Order Bèzier curve, with construction lines
Importantly, the curve D(l) is orthogonal to the normals ~n0 and ~n3 at
the two end control points and the directions of the normals dictate the
placement of the intermediate control points V1 and V2. The orthogonality
at the end points allows for a continuous surface to be drawn piecewise.
Point q represents a point on D(l) where the construction geometry









Where ~W is a vector connecting the relevant control points. Minimising
the length of L with D′(l) can be done such that the closest point on D(l)
can be found. This is the principle behind the optimisation process for node
placement back onto the boundary curve.
For 3D, surface fits were used. To do this, a quadratic Bèzier patch
S is created over 2D triangular element faces. The surface, described in
barycentric co-ordinates and denoted w, is given by











w1, w2, w3 ≥ 0; w1 + w2 +w3 = 1; b1, b2, b3 ≥ 0
Shown in Figure C.2 are the control point positions for a G1 surface

























Fig. C.2: Triangular Domain with Cubic Bèzier Curve fits on each of the edges




~Ve,1 = ~Ve,0 +
de
18
(6~Γe − 2̺e~ne + σe~ne+1) (C.5)
and
~Ve,2 = ~Ve,3 −
de
18
(6~Γe + ̺e~ne − 2σe~ne+1) (C.6)
The values for de, ~Γe, ̺e and σe can be found in [51], and are functions
of the end control points ~Ve,0 and ~Ve,3 and their normals.



























Fig. C.3: Control Points for a Gregory (G1) patch














































Control point ~P1,2,1 and ~P2,1,1 can be found similarly to C.9. The deter-
mination of λ, µ and ~A from Equation (C.10) can again be found in [51].
The surface is now constructed with tangent ribbons along each of the edges
ensuring a smooth surface over adjoining elements.
With all of the above, any point on the surface patch S can be found;
thus, the length from an arbitrary point over the surface can be minimised
with respect to the barycentric co-ordinates.
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Appendix
D FFAST Aerofoil Characteristic Chord Length
Calculation
The aerofoil used was assumed to have a constant taper and sweep even
though this is not strictly true. However, since the results are not to be
compared to experimental data (for reasons given in previous chapters) and
only for the mesh independence studies, such an assumption is justifiable.
So long as assumption is applied consistently, results of improvement in
accuracy should not be effected.
The taper ratio, Λ, is calculated as a ratio of the root and tip chord
lengths. The mean chord length for a constant taper and sweep is calculated



















1 + 0.1760 + 0.17602
1 + 0.1760
= 8.2528m
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